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Origami is the art of folding paper.
It has been used for hundreds of
years. Origami artists make stunning
animals, vehicles, and other models
from a flat sheet of paper. They fold
it carefully and slowly to create a
work of art.
Anyone can learn the art of origami.
In this book, you will learn how to
make fun origami pets!

SUPPLIES

• colorful origami paper
• ruler or spoon for
flattening folds
• googly eyes
• black pen
• glue
• scissors

ORIGAMI SYMBOLS

Below are key origami instruction symbols.
You will find these throughout the book.
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Valley fold

Mountain fold

Pleat fold

Cut line

Center line

Fold direction

Flip paper

Rotate paper

ORIGAMI FOLDS
Valley fold

Mountain
fold

Lift the paper and
bend it toward you.

Squash fold
Two layers open
and are then
squashed flat.

Pleat fold

Bend the paper
backward, away
from you.

First fold the paper
in one direction,
and then in the
opposite direction.

Inside
reverse fold

Outside
reverse fold

Push the tip of the
paper inward
then flatten.

Open the paper
slightly and fold
the tip outward
then flatten.

Square base fold

Bird base fold
Start with a Squash Squash
fold
fold
square base

Lift

Pig base fold

Fish base fold

Squash Squash
fold
fold

Repeat

Lift

Squash
fold

Squash
fold

Squash
fold

Squash
fold

Kite base fold

Squash
fold

Squash
fold
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Paper size:
Two square sheets of origami paper,
6 x 6 inches (15 x 15 centimeters)

DOG

1
Mountain fold your
paper in half.

There are more than 150 different dog
breeds. All dogs have an amazing
sense of smell. It is thousands of times
better than that of humans! They also
have excellent hearing, and they are
very intelligent. Dogs can learn many
useful skills that help people.
2
Valley fold the
bottom point of the
upper layer.

3
Hold the tip of the
triangle you just made.
Valley fold it down to
shape the nose.

4
Mountain fold the
lower layer. This
shapes the chin.
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5

TIPS

Valley fold the left and
right points down. This
makes the ears.
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8

The head is now done. Put this
model to one side, and choose
a new sheet of paper.

Valley fold the new sheet
of paper in half.

Valley fold the bottom
right corner up. This forms
the tail.

9
Take the dog head from Step 6,
and glue it on top of the body.
Add eyes, a face, and some
feet. Your dog is all set!

WOOF,
WOOF!
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